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Why grooming?

 Groomers and taggers are used extensively in boosted object searches, i.e. enhancing 

signal efficiency. They also have nice theoretical properties:
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mMDT in e+e-

 The mMDT works as follows:

 Cluster the final state into two jets using the C/A algorithm.

 Go through the clustering history of each jet.

 At each step, test the softer branch against the grooming condition:

 If condition is satisfied, terminate. Otherwise, remove the soft branch and repeat using the hard sub-jet.

 Measure any observable on the groomed jets.

 This talk focuses on the heavy jet mass.
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mMDT jet mass @ NLO: Motivations

 Log counting:

 The NLL structure comes from the region of commensurate angles; such analysis then 

requires the triple-collinear splitting functions which form an integral part of NNLL 

parton showers.

 The LL structure comes from strongly-ordered collinear emissions which pass the zc

condition. Understanding the NLL structure is essential to perform the resummation (of 

a multitude of observables) within a QCD approach.

 The inclusion of any finite zc effects, at NLL, is so far lacking.
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NLO splitting functions

 We have four different splittings:

 Gluon emission

 Gluon decay
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NLO splitting functions (contd.)

 The triple-collinear splitting functions have been obtained by Catani & Grazzini:

 ggq final state:

 Abelian: 

 Non-Abelian:
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NLO splitting functions (contd.)

 The qqbar offspring are either of the same flavour as the primary quark or different.

 Non-identical flavours:

 Identical flavours:
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Triple-collinear phase space

 We parametrize the phase space in terms of the pair-wise angles & the light-cone 

momentum fractions:

 We can also trade off an angle with an azimuthal angle:
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The general strategy

 To meet our goals, we split the computation into two pieces:

 The simplified mMDT contains all the poles. It is designed by following the collinear 

structure of the various splitting functions.

 The clustering correction is finite, by construction, and can easily be computed in 4 

dimensions.

 This separation is how the resummation formula in QCD will be formulated.

Full mMDT = Simplified mMDT + Clustering correction
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Simplified mMDT CF
2

 Here the simplified mMDT clusters both gluons with the quark.

 Upon de-clustering, one finds two branches, g+(gq), and thus two situations. The 

larger angle gluon could either pass or fail the tagger.

NB: z is energy of gluon that sets the mass
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Clustering correction CF
2

 The clustering correction captures the difference between the full mMDT and the 

simplified tagger, in the region when C/A clusters the gluons first:

 The second term in the brackets represents Fpass, while the third term represents Ffail

 The correction comes directly from the double-soft region when the two gluons 

individually fail the tagger, but the (gg) branch passes the tagger:
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Full result CF
2

 Now we can easily add the one-loop corrections of the 1 to 2 branching and obtain the 

final answer:

 Notice that all logarithmic dependence on zc emerges naturally from the LL resumed 

expression, i.e. strongly ordered limit.

 Part of the constant results from the crosstalk between the LL and the O(αs) process-

dependent constant.
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Simplified mMDT CF(CF-CA/2)

 This colour channel has no poles. 

 One can set zc to zero and find: 

 The clustering correction, essentially, vanishes.
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Simplified mMDT CFTf

 Here the simplified tagger clusters the qqbar pair in one branch and then subsequently 

to the quark.

 Upon de-clustering, one finds two branches, (qqbar)+q. There is a single situation 

that yields a massive hemisphere, namely when the parent gluon passes the tagger:
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Full result CFTf

 Computing the clustering correction proceeds identically to what has been done for the 

abelian channel.

 Upon adding the virtual corrections, we find:

 Once again, all zc dependent pieces are part of LL resummation.
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Full result CFCA

 This channel has soft poles, nevertheless, all double logs cancel with the virtual 

corrections. 

 The result is very similar to the CFTf piece:

 The ln zc piece is consistent with CMW coupling.
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The NLL structure

 Now we know that the LL formula contains some terms which are NLL accurate:

 The radiator is:

 If we expand this to second order:

Captures all ln zc pieces
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The NLL structure (contd.)

 What do we expect after we subtract off the previous pieces?

 In the limit zc goes to zero, one expects the simplified mMDT to preserve the NLL 

collinear structure.

 Apart from the clustering correction, indeed we uncover the constant of the ungroomed 

heavy jet mass:

 Here we have a universal object, the endpoint contribution of the DGLAP kernel, and 

an observable dependent constant:
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Summary

 Insight has been gained on the structure of the triple-collinear splitting functions, which 

we expect will shed light on the appropriate fashion of how to incorporate these kernels 

in PanScales parton shower (work in progress with M. Dasgupta and PanScales)

 For resummation: (work in progress with M. Dasgupta and J. Helliwell) 
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Thanks for listening! 


